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                The modern way to engage creative talent. 

                                    Marketing, Communications, Digital, and Design.



                                Get in touch				
            

			            
        

    
    





    
                    
                WELCOME TO HELLOKINDRED

            

                
            

            We specialize in sourcing flexible talent – combining our Staffing and Studio services to provide scalable capacity for global marketing, creative and digital teams.



            Find Talent        
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				We are a niche firm specializing in marketing and creative talent.

			

			
				Clients like working with us because we adjust easily and quickly to their needs. Our talent pools are global with experienced professionals working for renowned brands.

			

		

			
			
        

    

    
		
        
                            
                    
                        

                        We focus on quality.

                        We don't flood our clients with resumes. Our recruiters propose 2 to 3 candidates per role, and with effective results. The key is getting to know our clients, what has or hasn't worked in the past, and quickly finding the right candidate from our global talent network.



                    

                

                            
                    
                        

                        We are unconventional.

                        We humanize the staffing industry at every step. Our talent acquisition team create a personalized 1:1 connection with our candidates and clients. We treat all interactions with respect and care, and we have a genuine commitment to providing the best experience that makes a lasting, positive impression.



                    

                

                            
                    
                        

                        We are favorites.

                        Our people have the autonomy to make timely decisions and adapt quickly to change. Feeling valued and respected are at the heart of why our employees stay for the long term. For our clients, they get committed and productive workers.
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				We focus on getting to know you so that we can match you with marketing, creative and digital talent exceptionally well.

                With a distinctively human approach, our talent acquisition specialists will quickly source the contract staff and permanent talent you need, saving you time and money.


 
				
				Marketing / Creative / Digital



                START HIRING            
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				Trusted by the world’s top brands, our creative studio works together with your in-house design team to create capacity at a moment’s notice. 

                With creatives based around the world, we turn work around quickly without skipping on quality. From designing RFP submissions, elevating sales pitch decks, to ghost writing articles, HelloKindred Studio is your creative advantage.



				DESIGN / CONTENT / EDITORIAL



                Visit The Studio            

        

    





    
        
             Clients who trust us
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            Results matter and so do people.

			We are genuinely committed to helping people grow in their careers. We strive to be easy to work with, deliver quality results, and the partner our clients can lean on.
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                © 2024 HelloKindred. All rights reserved.

                
                    	Privacy Policy


                

            

        

        
            
                                    
                        United States

                        276 5th Avenue

Suite 704 #729

New York, NY 10001

Cindi Boudreaux

+1 813 467 7463



                    

                                    
                        United Kingdom

                        201 Borough High Street,

London,

SE1 1JA

Fraser Collins

+44 20 3880 5005



                    

                                    
                        South Africa

                        21 Woodlands Drive,

Woodmead,

Gauteng, 2052

Megan Rocher

+27 10 143 3855



                    

                                    
                        Canada

                        102-365 Dundas St E,

Toronto, ON

M5A 4R9

Leis Vokes

+1 647 556 1552



                    

                                    
                        India

                        91 Springboard, C2,

Sector 1, Noida,

Uttar Pradesh 201301

Sunil Nair

+91 999 919 0676



                    

                                    
                        Employment verifications

                        For employment verifications, please contact peopleoperations@hellokindred.com
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		We use functional (or required) cookies that are necessary for this site to function, including those that are necessary for Google Analytics to work. By clicking “OK”, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device. View our Privacy Policy
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